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                Translation of immigration & expatriation documents

                001 Translations Agency provides exceptional quality legal translation services in all areas of international law (personal law and commercial law).
 With 001 Translations Agency, your legal documents are always translated by translators who have gained unique experience working as professionals in courts, large law or consulting firms, or within major corporations or international institutions.
                
                    We are accustomed to performing certification, legalization and authentication of all types of international documents (birth certificates, driver's licenses, diplomas, insurance certificates, judgments) for national authorities and foreign ministries of justice.
 Whether you need a transcript, resume or employment contract translated, 001 Translations Agency will be your translation partner from A to Z.
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                            Translators specializing in immigration and expatriation 


                        

                        Experienced translators with unparalleled experience in private international law and immigration and expatriation procedures.

                        

                        
                            In order to provide translation services of impeccable quality, the professional translators of 001 Translations Agency assigned to the translation of your immigration documents must have completed formal academic training as translators in the field of law and private international law and must also have previous professional experience with private law firms, consulting firms, courts or international organizations. The terminology and legal concepts related to immigration and expatriation procedures hold no secrets for the specialized translators of 001 Translations Agency.

                            As a golden rule, translators who wish to join our team are systematically subjected to a series of specialized and general tests under real working conditions. We require them to demonstrate their knowledge of private international law and the Hague Convention.

                            Drawing on a combination of strong private law skills in the field of immigration with excellent language skills, our translators are truly experts in the translation of all major documents related to international law and immigration and expatriation procedures.

                            We know that a perfect understanding of your documents is the key to your international success.

                        
Contact us
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        Specialties of immigration and expatriation 

        
            Here are the specialties in the field of immigration and expatriation that the translators of 001 Translations Agency can translate for you: 

        

        
            
                	Immigrations applications
	Requests
	Renewals
	Residence permit
	Degree equivalencies
	Work contracts
	CVs/Resumes
	Professional evaluation
	Expert reports
	Witness depositions
	Legal proceedings


            

            
                	Injunctions
	Passports
	Judgments
	Judicial decisions
	Degrees
	Transcripts
	Contracts
	Residence cards
	Other internal and confidential documents
	Any website related to immigration 


            

        

    

    In case of emergency, 001 Translations Agency is able to carry out express translations related to immigration and we can also translate any website into several languages in just a few days.
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